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He, Wen and Zhang, Feida. 2022. “Languages and dividends”. The British...
Accounting Review. (A*) 54.
Abstract: We study whether languages are related to corporate dividend policies around the world. Users of languages with a weak future time reference (FTR), such as Japanese and Finnish, do not need to grammatically distinguish future and past. We use users of strong-FTR languages such as French and Italian to do. Chen (2013) shows that people who use weak-FTR languages may perceive the future to be nearer and have less precise perceptions of the timing of future events than users of strong-FTR languages. We argue that these perceptions may result in a lower discount rate and a higher valuation of future dividends, leading to a weaker preference and demand for a dividend today. Using a large sample of firms from 19 markets, we find supporting evidence that firms in weak-FTR language markets pay lower dividends than firms in strong-FTR language markets. The results remain robust after a battery of robustness tests, including using a single market with multiple languages and using a difference-in-differences approach in a market with a change of official languages. Further evidence shows that weak-FTR languages are related to a lower implied cost of equity capital and stronger market reactions to dividend changes. Our results offer a new explanation for cross-country differences in dividend policies and add to the research on culture and financial markets.
Contact: feidazhang@ceibs.edu

Contact: shenghuang@ceibs.edu

Contact: xilinli@ceibs.edu

Abstract: Previous studies of corporate tax avoidance have focused exclusively on corporate income tax, an important tax for US firms in particular. Value added tax (VAT), which is a significant tax in other major economies in the world, is ignored in the literature. This paper examines corporate VAT avoidance behaviour in the context of China, where both corporate income tax and VAT are critical for firms. We develop a measure of corporate VAT avoidance and, using simultaneous equation regression, we find a complementary relationship between corporate income tax avoidance and VAT avoidance. This indicates that traditional studies that limit their focus to income tax may have underestimated the magnitude of firms’ tax avoidance. The negative effect of VAT avoidance on firm value supports extant arguments in the literature that the opacity caused by tax avoidance increase the agency cost between shareholders and managers.
Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu

Contact: sschuh@ceibs.edu

Lee, B., Kim, T.-Y., Kim, S., Wang, Y. & Liu, Z. 2022. "Socially Responsible Human Resource Management and Employee Outcomes: The Moderating Effects of Employee HR attributions". Human Resource Management Journal. Abstract: Drawing on social information processing theory, this study examines the pathway by which socially responsible human resource management (SRHRM), which links HR management practices to the corporate social responsibility activities of firms, affects job performance. Two-wave multi-source data supports the indirect effect of SRHRM on employee job performance through perceived external prestige and organizational identification. In addition, various types of employee HR attributions (i.e., employee well-being, employee exploitation, and industry HR attribution) significantly moderates the relationship between SRHRM and perceived external prestige in different ways. These findings expand our understanding of the relationship between SRHRM and employee job performance and the role of employee HR attributions in complementing or supplementing such relationships.
Paper: https://doi.org/10.1111/1748-8583.12481
Contact: tykim@ceibs.edu

Contact: xiande@ceibs.edu

Contact: sprashantham@ceibs.edu

Contact: xiande@ceibs.edu

Li, Yina, Liang, Chenchen, Ye, Fei, Zhao Xiande. 2022. "Designing government subsidy schemes to promote the electric vehicle industry: A system dynamics model perspective". Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice. (A*).
Contact: xiande@ceibs.edu

Abstract: Problem definition: We investigate the participation, competition, and welfare at platforms that focus on customer-intensive discretionary services, such as healthcare, legal, and
business consulting. Academic/practical relevance: Such platforms have recently emerged in practice to provide a venue for independent professionals and service seekers to match online. Methodology: We develop a strategic queuing model, where the platform sets the commission rate, upon which service providers decide participation, service quality, and price, and consumers make service acquisition. Results: First, our study reveals that with heterogeneous consumers, the participating service providers may engage in both price and service competitions if the number of them is either small or large. They compete for attractive consumers in the former and for market share in the latter. In these regions, more service providers joining the platform can result in a lower service price and a higher service quality. Whereas, if the number of participating service providers is intermediate, only service competition arises, so that a higher service quality is associated with a higher service price. Second, we find that in our main model, the platform may set the commission rate sufficiently high to limit the number of participating service providers, so as to prevent intense price competition. In contrast, if the platform also controls the service price, it may set a higher service price and a lower commission rate, which boosts the participation of service providers and improves their service quality. As a result, platform price intervention may not only benefit the platform and the service providers, but also the consumers. Managerial implications: These insights not only complement prior literature, but are also useful for understanding and the design of such service platforms in practice.

Contact: yixuanliu@ceibs.edu

Contact: kwanhokwong@ceibs.edu

Abstract: Strategy as practice (SAP) research has developed into an established area of study, and the Journal of Management Studies (JMS) has played an important role in this as a hospitable outlet, including via a foundational special issue in 2003. This article offers a bird’s eye view of the domain and a ready source of relevant literature to both seasoned scholars and newcomers to this topic. We make three observations that reflect both the JMS thematic collection and the wider literature on SAP and help to shed light on some of the key tensions facing scholars who seek to develop a distinct body of research. First, in terms of the rationale for SAP research, this body of work has grappled with its framing as building upon, yet distinct from strategy process research, to delve into practices within strategy process. Second, in terms of the approach to research (and community: building), SAP research has reflected European intellectual roots which has helped to deliver on its broad research purpose but has perhaps also impeded its impact on more mainstream strategy. Third, in terms of the contribution of SAP research, there has been a large volume of high quality work, appearing in well-regarded journals, generating a considerable diversity of perspectives.
Contact: sprashantham@ceibs.edu

Contact: howeiwu@ceibs.edu

Contact: yutieying@ceibs.edu

Abstract: This paper examines the effect of trust on the quality of M&A across family and non-family firms. We find that family firms are associated with better M&A quality than non-family firms and that M&A deals involving high trust are of better quality. When we consider the association of trust, family firms and their interaction, we find that trust is the channel/mechanism through which family firms are associated with better M&A quality. Collectively, these results suggest that trust enables family firms to build long-term relationships with employees, suppliers and customers, and potentially mitigate the Type I agency problems.
Contact: gianfranco.siciliano@ceibs.edu

Contact: zdongsheng@ceibs.edu

Contact: wac@ceibs.edu

Contact: taiyuan.wang@ceibs.edu

Contact: taiyuan.wang@ceibs.edu

Wang, Zhiqiang, Schoenherr, Tobias, Zhao, Xiande and Zhang Shanahan. 2022. "Intellectual capital, supply chain learning and adaptability: A comparative investigation in Chi-

Contact: xiande@ceibs.edu


Contact: sschuh@ceibs.edu


Abstract: In this study, we use the number of retail investors in China’s stock market to investigate how retail investors affect stock price synchronicity. We find that a higher number of retail investors in a firm is associated with higher stock price synchronicity. Moreover, we trace this association to two sources. One is a negative effect of the number of retail investors on the probability of informed trading (PIN), suggesting that retail investors generate arbitrage risk which discourages informed trading. The other is a positive influence of the number of retail investors on price comovement (beta), resulting from correlated trading among retail investors.

Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu


Abstract: Although cyber incivility (i.e., an interpersonal workplace stressor displayed through uncivil behaviors manifested in online working communication) occurs every day in the workplace, we know little about how it influences employees’ task performance at daily level, nor why and when this influence occurs. To address these limitations, we theorized and tested a model that links cyber incivility to task performance via negative affect and sleep quality at daily level and a cross-level boundary condition at the person level (i.e., self-leadership). Multilevel modeling results based on data collected from 112 full-time employees with 866 observations suggest that daily cyber incivility has a time-lagged effect on task performance of the following day after controlling for task performance the same day. This intrapersonal effect can be explained by the induced negative affect of the following workday but not sleep quality of the previous night. In addition, the relationship between cyber incivility and negative affect and the indirect effect of cyber incivility on task performance via negative affect were weaker among employees with high rather than low self-leadership.

Paper: https://doi.org/10.1007/s10490-022-09865-2

Contact: tykim@ceibs.edu


Abstract: This paper examines whether there was a real improvement in patent quality or productivity with the patent surge in China. Based on the novel database we compiled, we demonstrate that accumulated patent stock measured using quality metrics was positively associated with the productivity of large and medium-size enterprises (LMEs). We also find that R&D investments by LMEs led to increases in patent quality. However, the estimated R&D-patenting elasticities in China are found to be lower than those estimated in developed countries. We offer some explanations and discuss their implications for policy considerations.


Contact: howeiwu@ceibs.edu


Contact: howeiwu@ceibs.edu

Yang, Yang, Li, Xilin and Hsee, Christopher K.. 2023 Jan. "Relevance insensitivity: A framework of psychological biases in consumer behavior and beyond”. Consumer Psychology Review. 6, 1, 121-132.

Abstract: In judgment and choice, consumers show a variety of biases, from the sunk cost fallacy and projection bias to usage frequency neglect and erroneous price-quantity inferences. This article explains these seemingly disparate biases and predicts new biases using an overarching framework based on the relevance insensitivity theory proposed by Hsee et al. (2019). According to the theory, many biases arise because people are insufficiently sensitive to the relevance (i.e., weight) of a cue variable to the target variable (the dependent variable). The direction of the bias depends on the normative relevance of the cue—people over-rely on the cue when it is normatively irrelevant and under-rely on the cue when it is normatively highly relevant. We show that ostensibly unique and universal biases are neither unique nor universal: All are manifestations of relevance insensitivity, and each bias attenuates or reverses as the cue variable’s relevance changes.

Paper: https://doi.org/10.1002/arcp.1082

Contact: xilinli@ceibs.edu
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Prashantham, S.. 2022 Apr. "How to turn asymmetry into effective corporate-startup partnerships?”. LSE Business Review.
Contact: sprashantham@ceibs.edu

Contact: jianhan@ceibs.edu

Rui, Meng, Gong, Max. 2022 Mar. "个人收款码“升级”，为何不必担心". 财富.
Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu


Newspaper/Media Articles

Contact: jianhan@ceibs.edu

Xin, K. R. & Yan, J. 2022 Nov. “Changes and Persistence all through the Past 20 Years 《20年的变迁与坚守》”. Business Review. 5.
Contact: katherinexin@ceibs.edu

Han, Jian. 2022 5 April. Is flexible employment a panacea? (疫情之下，灵活用工真的是灵丹妙药吗?) CEIBS WeChat Blog.
Contact: jianhan@ceibs.edu

Han, Jian and Ramasamy, Bala. 2022 17 Jun,. Mixed messages on CSR can cripple employers' attractiveness. CEIBS Official Wechat.
Contact: bramasamy@ceibs.edu


Contact: katherinexin@ceibs.edu

Contact: xubin@ceibs.edu

Contact: zhaohao@ceibs.edu

Contact: ztian@ceibs.edu

Contact: xubin@ceibs.edu

Xu, Bin. 2022 Apr. "两个转型”带动乘数效应". 经济 82-84.
Contact: xubin@ceibs.edu

Contact: zhaohao@ceibs.edu

Contact: ztian@ceibs.edu

Rui, Meng, Gong, Max. 2022 Mar. "个人收款码“升级”，为何不必担心". 财富.
Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu

Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu

Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Contact: jeanlee@ceibs.edu

Ramasamy, Bala, Wilson, Cameron and Yeung, Matthew. 2022 7 Dec.. Why China aren’t at the World Cup. South China Morning Post. Contact: bramasamy@ceibs.edu

Rui, Meng and Gong, Max. 2022. 俄乌冲突给我国金融业的一些启示. 上海商学院学报. Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu

Rui, Meng and Gong, Max. 2022. 个人收款码停用的来龙去脉. 第一财经. Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu

Rui, Meng, Gong, Max, and Yin Jack. 2022. 疫情催生进化, 2022年成数智化供应链价值元年. CEIBS Knowledge. Contact: oliver@ceibs.edu

Sheng, Songcheng. 2022 14 Nov.. 盛松成: 中国最大力度金融支持政策出手 着眼于实现房地产风险软着陆. 彭博新闻社. Contact: ssongcheng@ceibs.edu

Sheng, Songcheng. 2022 9 Dec.. 中欧国际工商学院盛松成: 中小企业数字化转型压力大. 澎湃. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Andrew An-Chih, Chen, Yanyu, Wang, Sheng-Bin, Lin, Yi-Chieh and Tseng, Chuan-Yu. 2022 14 Jul.. Say less, do more: Actions speak louder than words when promoting ethical conduct. CEIBS Knowledge. Contact: wac@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 23 Dec.. 金融机构服务小微企业成效显著. 中国金融. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 25 Oct.. 中国经济已经企稳并开始上行. 第一财经日报. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 4 Oct.. 2035年，60岁及以上老年人将高达4亿，如何应对?. 经济杂志/官微（纸刊）. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 19 Oct.. 二十大对促进我国社会保障事业高质量发展提出新要求. 新京报. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 11 Oct.. 盛松成: 更了解宏观，才能把握住微观!. 人民政协报. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 16, Oct. 外汇储备世界第一是我国综合国力提升的表现. 新京报. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 1 Oct.. 美元衝高 全球匯市巨震 資產偏好轉年金收益增長穩. 凤凰卫视. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 9 Dec.. 中欧国际工商学院盛松成: 中国货币政策目标多元 发挥结构和总量双重调控功能. 中国金融. Contact: whong@ceibs.edu
Wang, Hong. 2022 11 Dec.. 专家学者热议浦东如何打造人才的“聚宝盆”和“摇篮”· 东方网.
Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 13 Dec.. 中欧陆家嘴金融50人论坛启动暨研究院成立15周年圆桌会议举办。 第一财经
Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Wang, Hong. 2022 20 Jan.. 带病上班，累到方休，不应该成为职场潜规则。
Contact: whong@ceibs.edu

Zhao, Hao. 2022 16 Aug.. “不服管”的Z世代职场人来了，他们究竟想要什么样的雇主?
Contact: zhao@ceibs.edu

Zhao, Hao. 2022 9 Apr.. “悦己经济”为何如此火热?
Contact: zhao@ceibs.edu

Zheng, Xue. 2022 7 Apr.. Paternalistic leadership offers lessons for western executive.
Contact: xzheng@ceibs.edu

Contact: xzheng@ceibs.edu

Zheng, Xue. 2022 26 Apr.. Paternalistic leadership offers lessons for western executive.
Contact: xzheng@ceibs.edu

Zheng, Xue. 2022 15 Mar.. 如何应对疫情焦虑，这里有一份武汉市和伦敦居民的实证调查.
Contact: xzheng@ceibs.edu

Zheng, Xue. 2022 14 Feb.. All’s forgiven, or is it? Expressing forgiveness after interpersonal mistreatment.
Contact: xzheng@ceibs.edu

Contact: xzheng@ceibs.edu

Zheng, Xue. 2022 20 Jul.. 两个月的上海疫情，抢菜app的中场战事。
Contact: xzheng@ceibs.edu

Zhao, Hao. 2022 17 May. 刘晴宏为什么火了。
Contact: zhao@ceibs.edu

Zhao, Hao. 2022 6 May.. “不服管”的Z世代职场人来了，他们究竟想要什么样的雇主?
Contact: zhao@ceibs.edu

Zheng, Xue. 2022 9 Apr.. “悦己经济”为何如此火热?
Contact: zhao@ceibs.edu

Zheng, Xue. 2022 15 Mar.. 如何应对疫情焦虑，这里有一份武汉市和伦敦居民的实证调查.
Contact: zhao@ceibs.edu

Zhao, Hao. 2022 28 Apr.. 压力之下，数字经济能否撑起中国GDP增长?
Contact: zhao@ceibs.edu
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Contact: jeanlee@ceibs.edu

Center for Family Heritage and China Family Business Review. 2022. *Digital Transformation in Family Businesses*. Contact: jeanlee@ceibs.edu

Fernandz, Juan A., David, Emily and Chen, Shaohui. 2022. *Innovative to the Core*. Emerald Publishing. Contact: csophie@ceibs.edu


Zhao, Xiande. 2022. *中智关爱通*. CI-322-107. Contact: csophie@ceibs.edu

Chen, Shaohui and Zhang, Chi. 2022. *飞书:从字节起飞 (B):字节范儿的迭代*. CI-422-114. Contact: csophie@ceibs.edu

Bouteiller, Eric and Qiu, Jv. 2022. *君实生物的十年“源创”之路*. CI-022-071. Contact: beric@ceibs.edu

Chen, Guoli, Zhang, Frank and Chen, Michelle. 2021. "JIFEI (XAG) Technology: Automation and Digitalization in Agriculture". IN1808-PDF-ENG. Contact: feidazhang@ceibs.edu

Chen, Shaohui and Lin, Yanan. 2022. "中智关爱通". CI-322-107. Contact: csophie@ceibs.edu

Chen, Weiru and Liu, Geng. 2022. "麦博智能病案:从一页纸开启的AI医疗新世界". CI-022-104. Contact: weiruchen@ceibs.edu

Chen, Weiru, Wang, Jiexiang, Yang, Yang and He, Jinjiang. 2022. "麦博智能病案:从一页纸开启的AI医疗新世界". CI-022-104. Contact: weiruchen@ceibs.edu

Cases

Bai, Guo and Liu, Geng. 2022. "阿尔特汽车：战略管理制导下的技术突破与商业化". CI-022-102. Contact: guobai@ceibs.edu

Bai, Guo and Zhu, Qiong. 2022. "嬴彻科技：跨越自动驾驶技术商业化鸿沟". CI-322-113. Contact: guobai@ceibs.edu

Bouteiller, Eric and Chicoye Annie. 2022. "Pricing an Innovation in China". CC-522-110. Contact: beric@ceibs.edu

Bouteiller, Eric, Liu, Geng and Qiu, Jv. 2022. "君实制药Shanghai Junshi BioSciences". CC-322-090. Contact: beric@ceibs.edu
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Chen, Weiru and Huang, Xiayan. 2022. "临港集团：产业与城市的互动". CI-022-098. Contact: weiruchen@ceibs.edu

Chen, Shimin and Huang, Xiayan. 2022. "中微公司：中国高端半导体设备执牛耳者". CI-022-097. Contact: cshimin@ceibs.edu

Chen, Weiru, Wu, Fan and Wang, Jiexiang. 2022. "盒马：零售新物种能否开创新数字智新优势?". CI-022-069. Contact: weiruchen@ceibs.edu

Chen, Weiru and Liu, Geng. 2022. "麦博智能病案:从一页纸开启的AI医疗新世界". CI-022-104. Contact: weiruchen@ceibs.edu

Chen, Weiru, Wang, Jiexiang, Yang, Yang and He, Jinjiang. 2022. "全球蛙：打造零售行业数智化升级的赋能平台". CI-322-112. Contact: weiruchen@ceibs.edu

Chen, Weiru, Wang, Jiexiang, Yang, Yang and He, Jinjiang. 2022. "全球蛙：打造零售行业数智化升级的赋能平台". CI-322-112. Contact: weiruchen@ceibs.edu
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Ding, Yuan and Cui, Xiang. 2022. "Fonterra’s Bumpy Road in China". Contact: dyuan@ceibs.edu
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Lee, Jean, Zheng, Xin and Zhao, Liman. 2022. "如雷隆,如润雨——隆雨的职业生涯的优美转身".
Contact: jeanlee@ceibs.edu

Contact: jeanlee@ceibs.edu

Li, Mingjun and Pi, Xin. 2022. "勇者行正道：中国电信在美国". CI-322-079.
Contact: lmimgun@ceibs.edu

Li, Mingjun and Pi, Xin. 2022. "汽车产业：一场全球化的“抢滩战”". CI-322-076.
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Liang, Chao and Zhu, Qiong. 2022. "海底咖啡：“涅槃重生”之路". CI-622-089.
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Tsai, Soo Hung Terence, Cao, Zhijing and Zhang, Yunlu. 2022. "《不眠之夜》上海版：文化赋能商业，演艺市场的颠覆者". CI-322-106.
Contact: tterence@ceibs.edu

Tsai, Soo Hung Terence and Qiu, Jv. 2022. "欧莱雅中国收购之痛". CI-322-077.
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Zhang, Yu and Li, Xiaoxuan. 2022. "感图科技：专注于高端制造领域质量管控的工业AI企业". CI-022-061.
Contact: zyu3@ceibs.edu
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Contact: zxiaoming@ceibs.edu

**Awards and Honors**

Farh, Jiing-Lih Larry, Rui, Meng and Zhao, Xiande. 2022. listed as highly cited academics by Research.com, a website dedicated to publicising the work of scientists from the field of social sciences and humanities and other major research disciplines.

Jain, Dipak Chand. 2022. Prof. Dipak Jain was honoured with the 2022 Shanghai Magnolia Silver Award in acknowledgement of his outstanding contributions to Shanghai’s development.

Prashantham, Shameen. 2022. The 2022 Research Excellence Award.


Wang, Taiyuan. 2022. The 2022 CEIBS Power of One Service Excellence Award for Faculty Members.